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Rating Certificate
Application Name: Test App (kvfhk)
Storefront: Mozilla
Certificate Issued to: kraj@mozilla.com
Date Issued: Feb 18 2014 4:56PM
Submission ID: 488
Security Code: OPR8D72

 

Rating System Region Rating Category Descriptors

PEGI Europe

USK Germany No Descriptors

ESRB The Americas No Descriptors

CLASSIND Brazil Não há inadequações

Generic -- No Descriptors

 

Interactive Elements: Users Interact; Shares Info; Shares Location; Digital Purchases; Social Networking

 
 

Please note: All products labeled with a USK rating of 18 will be tested to ensure compliance with German law and accuracy of
the rating assignment. An assignmentof a USK 18 should therefore be considered provisional and not a guarantee of
compliance with local regulations.

 
Terms under which this rating is provided:

1. You agree that your responses, which will be used to rate this product, are complete, accurate and take into account all content in the product submitted for
rating.

2. The ratings authority for each region reserves the right to revise the rating assigned to your product for that region if it determines that such rating is not
appropriate for the product. In such cases, IARC will automatically notify participating storefronts and require them to update the displayed rating information.
You will also be notified and required to update the rating information wherever it is displayed outside of the storefront (e.g., advertising, product websites).

3. The assigned ratings may only be used on digital storefronts participating in IARC. These ratings may not be used on any physical product.
4. The ratings are trademarks of their respective ratings authorities and may be used only when assigned and only for purposes of informing consumers about

the content and age-appropriateness of the product.
5. If you feel a wrong rating was assigned to your product, you may request a rating check directly from the corresponding rating authority by using the "request a

rating check" link provided.
6. Content updates to your product that would alter any of your original responses require a new submission and a subsequent new rating certificate for the

product.
7. This rating is only valid for the exact title listed on this rating certificate. Any change made to the title requires a new submission and a subsequent new rating

certificate for the product. This includes minor changes (e.g., adding the word "Free" or "Pack 2").
8. For the benefit of consumers, the ratings authorities strongly encourage you to use the assigned ratings on all advertising and marketing materials, subject to

the advertising and marketing guidelines for each region. Guidelines for each region are accessible here.
9. You acknowledge that this ratings certificate is issued by IARC and your use of the assigned ratings does not imply or guarantee your compliance with the

rules, laws or regulations which may be applicable to the advertising, marketing or sale of your product in any region or jurisdiction.

https://www.globalratings.com/display.aspx
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Record of Disclosure
Application Name: Test App (kvfhk)
Storefront: Mozilla
Certificate Issued to: kraj@mozilla.com
Date Issued: Feb 18 2014 4:56PM
Submission ID: 488
Security Code: OPR8D72

 
The following is a summary of the content disclosed for this app:
 
Users Interact

Online Interaction or Content shared with others

Shares Info
Personal information shared with third party

Shares Location
Geo-location of device shared

Digital Purchases
Can purchase digital goods

Social Networking
Allows sharing/communications with select people

Miscellaneous
Product is a game


